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When
‘Off-Stage’
Inspires
‘On-Stage’

Re-imagining patient spaces through
high-performing workspaces
BY JACK DEMPSTER
When entering Holy Redeemer
Health System’s Spark!, there is
an immediate sense of being in a
space unlike any other encountered. The inspiring spaces
within the 21,535-square-foot
facility are designed to set the
visitor’s mind at ease and invigorate them simultaneously. A
guide that serves as a concierge
greets visitors and escorts them
to the experience that awaits.
The first steps into Spark!
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take visitors down a path with
a paneled “sawtooth” wall. This
wall depicts a barren landscape filled with uncertainty.
As visitors exit Spark!, the wall
changes to a lush copse of green
trees, conjuring the idea of
transformation.
“Spark! is a cross between an
innovation/ideation space and
an experience design place. It
is intended to inspire, provoke
thought and envelop you,” said
Christine Holt, chief experience
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officer for Holy Redeemer. “This
isn’t about a space; it’s about
what happens when you’re
there, and that determined the
design. It sends a message to
our employees that we’re about
something new and different.”
Few patients of Holy
Redeemer will see the inside of
Spark!, yet ultimately they will
benefit from what occurs there.

High-performing
workspace

Spark! transformed a section of the former home
of the Sisters of the
Redeemer in Meadowbrook,
Pennsylvania. This illustrates

From left: The first steps into Spark! take
visitors down a path with a paneled
“sawtooth” wall. This wall depicts a barren
landscape filled with uncertainty. >
Design ideas pioneered with Spark! have
migrated to several of Holy Redeemer’s

a trend of creating “highperforming” workspaces, a
design ethos highlighted at
the ASHE Planning, Design &
Construction Conference in
2016.
During a presentation at
the conference, Suzen Heeley,
executive director of design
and construction at Memorial
Sloan Kettering Cancer Center,
defined “high performing”
as creating a transformative
patient experience. Staff
collaboration, particularly
involving multiple roles and
disciplines, she noted, is key,
as sharing a meal together or

patient-facing areas, including this senior
behavioral health space, which is located in
a hospital. > Design elements, such as a
sculpture of 1,050 butterflies, represent a
physical manifestation of Spark!’s goal of
transformation.

simply discussing processes
and care practices that can
lead to new ideas to benefit
patients.
According to a study by
Harvard Business Review, relaxed social time can be deeply
critical to team performance,
often accounting for more than
50 percent of positive changes
in communication patterns.
At Spark!, alternative
meeting spaces, replete with
welcoming areas for spontaneous get-togethers of various
sizes, are ideal for creating
an atmosphere of creativity.
Informal seating that comforts

the body and soothes the mind
can engender creative thinking or inner reflection in ways
traditional conference center seating can’t. Intentional
aromas and sounds create
stress-reducing environments,
turning meetings into sensory
experiences.
And while education and
training remain important components, it’s the collaboration
and self-discovery employees
experience extending beyond
the environment walls that
transform healthcare delivery, truly elevating the patient
experience.
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Imagineers aren’t
only for Disney

Holy Redeemer began with
a seed of an idea: “Why can’t
healthcare be an engaging
experience?” Drawing from
the Disney concept that puts
guest experience above all else,
they realized experiences have
completely different requirements than services and began
to look for ways to transform,
not just incrementally improve.
From there, the system
engaged Starizon, led by Gary
Adamson, chief experience
officer, to work with a small
group of employees in an immersive dive into how best to
transform thinking about how
patients navigate their health
journey. A group that began
with six people grew to 12,
and then a series of “I Teams”
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Unusual, comfortable meeting spaces, some with a nature theme, promote new
ways of thinking, and the same design elements are trickling down to
patient-facing areas, such as consultation rooms.

totaling 72 people.
“Everyone from the CEO to
clinicians, to nutrition services
and the Sisters gave input,” said
Holt. The input formed the basis
of an experience design plan and
an approach that was unique
to Holy Redeemer. Guided by
this direction, the team first
deployed these ideas in the
design of outpatient centers.
Eventually, the system realized
that it needed an inspiring place
for its teams to gather and reimagine its existing services and
locations. When the design of
Spark! began, the team undertook a “dreamscaping” process,
resulting in a “dreambook” that
focused on what the area should
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look and feel like, and how each
space would be used. “They
were the Imagineers that gave
life to our ideas.”
Putting those concepts into
practical space, however, fell to
MPM Studio LLC, an architectural and interior design firm.
“We were brought in to
take the generic spaces in the
concept and make them special
and memorable, while fulfilling the transformation theme,”
said Roberta Peco-Matis,
MPM’s principal. “We wanted
to combine an office-of-thefuture look with natural flow
and organic design elements,
while incorporating technology at every juncture.”

Beyond employees

Holy Redeemer Health System
has always been ingrained
in the local community.
The ability to offer space
for health and wellness
activities and seminars has
become an important way to
engage with the community.
With a proactive focus on
wellness, rather than illness,
these efforts make for a good
corporate citizen.
Spark!, a showcase
architecturally, demonstrates
Holy Redeemer’s commitment
to developing state-of-theart facilities with intentional
patient-centered elements at
the forefront of construction.
These impressions can
influence those seeking
healthcare services down the
road.

Holy Redeemer drew several lessons from the process:
>> Solicit input from patients and visitors, as well as the
entire staff. Patients, doctors, nurses, support personnel and
human resources staff contribute valuable ideas based on
their own experiences, and the feedback they receive from
others.
>> Find your own “Imagineers.” Empanel a committee or
immersion group to brainstorm ideas, ideally from a cross
section of departments and disciplines. Encourage the
group to imagine the best possible future without limitations
first. Then, design backward from that point.
>> Engage professionals outside of healthcare. These are
the experts used to interpret ideas from a team and convert
them into specific design elements. They will take themes
and visions and make them tangible.
>> Focus on creating a warm welcome, both in terms of
physical space and personal attention, and develop spaces
that will appeal to all the senses.
>> Design spaces centered on the patient and the touchpoints they encounter.

The trickle down

With valuable feedback from
employees and other partners,
design elements pioneered in
one area can eventually inspire
redesigns of other areas, such
as waiting areas, ambulatory
care facilities and maternity
units.
That process is underway,
as design ideas from Spark!
migrate to several of Holy
Redeemer’s services and
programs. Privacy is a priority; patients don’t check in at a
counter, partitioned by a glass
window, but instead enter a
small but pleasant “conversation room” where they can talk
with a staff member before
seeing the doctor. And dressing
rooms, exam rooms and diagnostic areas have in-wall audio
systems allowing the patient to
program their favorite genre of
music while they wait.
Staid waiting rooms are
giving way to areas that let
patients entertain, educate or
otherwise occupy themselves,
or do nothing at all next to a
fireplace or virtual fish tank.
“One of our earliest discussions was about how we could
best engage patients so they

don’t feel like they’re in a waiting room, or at least don’t mind
the wait, if there is one,” said
Holt.
Living room-like seating
and in-wall iPads offer comfort
and distraction while awaiting
an appointment. In one satellite office, patients can also
visit an adjacent café, armed
with a restaurant-style pager
that will alert them when their
provider is ready.
Experience design innovations are also inspiring the
redesign of inpatient spaces in
the hospital itself, including
the outpatient diagnostic center, wound care center, medical
office building, patient rooms,
nurses’ stations, family consult
rooms and other areas.
Soothing spaces that
encourage collaboration and
brainstorming have a transformative effect on staff and
those they encounter including
other employees, customers
and patients, giving them more
insight into their role within
the system.
Jack Dempster is vice president of
facilities & construction at Holy
Redeemer Health System.

Three New Healthcare
Lavatories to Meet Your Needs
Engineered with
a 1,000-lb.
weight rating
and specific
features for
bariatric
patients in
healthcare
environments.
BHS-3123

Bariatric Healthcare Lavatory
Conceived
to minimize
ligature
points for
behavioral
healthcare
environments.

WBL-2320

Behavioral Healthcare Lavatory
Designed
specifically to
minimize
splashing and
reduce
the spread
of infectious
disease.

WICS-2222

Infection Control Lavatory
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